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Approaches to Contested In-Group
Terminology for Mindful Editors
By Jasmine Gower
May 12, 2019
Abstract
In the conversation about mindful editing, a conundrum exists with regards to marginalized
groups for whom all possible labels to identify the group contain loaded histories and
connotations, and different subsets of these marginalized groups are in disagreement about what
terminology is most appropriate. This contested in-group terminology places editors in a position
where any editorial choice they make has high risk of offending or alienated members of the very
group the editor hopes to represent. How, then, do mindful editors approach the matter of
contested in-group terminology in an ethical manner? This study examines the approaches to
contested in-group terminology used by the publishing industry in the past decade, examining
word-choice and framing in the back cover copy and titles from three datasets of books featuring
characters that belong to the following identity groups: fat, disabled, and queer. The data shows
that publishing has been taking different approaches to language for each of these groups and
that mindful editors cannot expect one approach to navigating contested in-group terminology to
translate easily to other groups. The data also reveals some areas where the publishing industry
and readers are in disagreement about appropriate labels for marginalized groups. In order to
address contested terminology, mindful editors need to understand the histories of the
terminology in question, consider the audience and the author’s intention with their word-choice,
and research arguments for or against particular word-choice from a variety of in-group sources
to make well-reasoned and deliberate choices for terminology and framing.

Introduction
The role of any editor in the publishing process is to help refine a work to ensure that the
author’s message can be well-understood by their audience. Recent discussion both within and
beyond the publishing industry have grappled with matters of language and framing as demands
for greater representation for historically marginalized groups grows, and many works are
coming under scrutiny for their approaches to these matters. One major complication to this
problem for even the most well-intention of authors and editors is that within marginalized
groups, there is not always a consensus for the most appropriate language to use when writing
about that group. Many identities that have been oppressed, litigated, pathologized, and
dehumanized throughout history find that every possible label used to identify them as a group
contains its own historical, cultural, and political baggage, and often attempts to create fresh,
value-neutral labels meet political resistance from within the groups they are meant to describe

or simply aren’t widely-understood enough in their native languages to reasonably use in a
published work.
One example of this scenario is language surrounding disability, with multiple terms
proposed and used by different groups for which the term “disabled” refers (whether or not the
groups in question themselves identify with that particular term). As Erin Andrews et al. note for
disability terminology, the different sociological models of disability (medical, moral, and social)
that have existed throughout history have an impact on the meaning of disability terminology,
depending on which model the author is operating upon (112). A phrase that originated in the
medical model of disability, for example, may or may not be appropriate to use in reference to
someone’s social identity. Differing sociological frameworks and personal philosophies
regarding the most appropriate language to describe disabled people by members of the in-group
means that out-group members have no language choices available that will please all in-group
members. For the purpose of this analysis, I will refer to this phenomenon as contested in-group
terminology, meaning that the question of preferred terminology is something that is contested
by members of the marginalized group the terminology is meant to describe.
The issue of contested in-group terminology extends beyond a simple choice of which
label to use for a group—sometimes an editor must consider whether the group should be
labelled at all, as the very act of identifying a marginalized group as such sets them apart from
privileged groups of their society, which can carry unintended consequences. As Ullrich Zeitler
notes regarding Invisible Romas Week in the Journal of Media Ethics:
On the one hand, the marginalized group—in this case the Roma—is in need of
attention due to massive discrimination and suppression; on the other hand, any
event, such as the Invisible Romas Week, will maintain the marginalized status of
the people in case. [...] The very act of addressing the immigrants and refugees
contributes to their continued marginalization. (238)
Further, terminology which may seem scientific, descriptive, and neutral may be
intertwined with negative stereotypes that derive from a term’s linguistic roots; for example,
“blind”, which is commonly used to describe people with low or no vision (a specific category of
disability), derives from an Indo-European term related to confusion, which is also the root
phrase for the modern English word “blunder” (Bolt 541). Mindful editors also need to be
cognizant that what might seem like common-sense or polite word choice for out-group
members talking about a marginalized in-group members may be contentious or rejected
language by some members of the group in question. A study by Sarah Trainer et al. on
terminology for fat individuals found that college student interviewees (most, but not all, of
whom were out-group members to the identity in question) were adverse to describe others as
“fat”, feeling that it was universally pejorative term. However, all of the interviewees in the
study also claimed to have friends who self-described as “fat”, though many noted that their
friends were not necessarily members of this in-group and used “fat” as a sort of confessional
phrase to cope with guilt over making unhealthy lifestyle choices (270). As these interviews
show, certain contentious identity terminology can have different uses and connotations to outgroup or in-group members, and the distinction between labelling others and self-labelling with a
particular phrase can be significant. Andrews et al. note this phenomenon, too, observing in
regards to disability terminology such as “differently-abled” or “handicapable”:

Such terms are meant to counteract the negative associations of disability by
accentuating the strengths of people with disabilities. Despite good intentions,
these labels are considered euphemisms in disability culture […] Disability
euphemisms are often, although not always, developed by nondisabled people
[…] Although couched in positive terminology, euphemisms reveal discomfort
with disability and reinforce the implication that disability is a negative and
undesirable state. (113)
The reason that some terminologies become contested can be the result of multiple
historical and cultural factors, and between different groups the exact interaction of factors will
not necessarily be the same. The end result for the publishing industry, either way, is that
publishing professionals must make choices for how to refer to marginalized groups with the
knowledge that whatever choice they make will inevitably alienate or upset a certain amount of
members of the groups they are aiming to represent or discuss. Editors concerned with mindful
editing should, of course, strive to make the editorial choices that will be respectful and do the
most good for the marginalized groups they hope to represent, but when the language to even
refer to such groups is so fraught, it can be a challenge to determine what language is uplifting,
harmful, or even neutral.
Unfortunately, the matter of contested in-group terminology is so complicated that editors
cannot even reliably trust that removing slurs from a piece of writing will universally work as a
step in harm reduction to marginalized communities. As Diane Anderson-Minshall wrote in The
Advocate, while the term “dyke” has a long history as a slur and is still sometimes used by
straight men as such, a wholesale banishment of the term can lead to and in some cases has
resulted in the erasure of communities and histories of queer women (28), and any identity term
that has any history as slur is also at risk of the same consequences should they be absolutely
stripped from writings.

Research Question
The solutions to this conundrum are not likely to be straightforward or universally
applicable, but in order to get a sense of where editors can improve their approach to this issue, it
will be helpful to examine how publishing has addressed this matter in the past. While very few
publishers or authors are likely to state publically their reasons for choosing specific
marginalized identity terminology—if this was something that they consciously considered at
all—I intend to analyze the word-choice used for representations of such groups in the past
decade of publishing. My intention for this analysis is to observe trends about what contested ingroup terminology is most popular, whether publishing has any apparent consensus about
particular contested terms, and what kind of connotations are being attached to which terms. My
goal with examining these trends is to find if there is any past insight in publishing with regards
to the question of contested in-group terminology: With terminology for the experiences and
identities of marginalized groups constantly changing and coming into question, how can editors
ethically approach the matter of terminology and framing to use for a group when every
available term is contested by certain members that group?

Methodology
In order to examine the approach that editors have taken with regards to the matter of
contested in-group terminology in recent years, I have comprised a three-part data corpus to
analyze the terminology used for three different marginalized identities over the past decade. The
identities in question will be referred to in this analysis in general terms as fat, disabled, and
queer, though the analysis will examine other common terms and descriptions for these groups.
The source of the data is back cover copy and/or titles for each book included in the data set. It is
worth noting that while some back cover copy and titles will have input from authors or
editors—especially for self-published titles, which are included in these datasets—it is possible
that some samples examined in this corpus may have been crafted by marketing writers who
have deviated from the terminology used in the book itself. For the sake of studying a broad
range of examples, however, this analysis will assume that the language used in the back cover
copy and titles do in fact largely reflect the language used in its respective book.
The parameters for qualifying titles in this dataset are as follows:
•
•
•

Adult or YA prose fiction titles only
Published within the past 10 years (2009 or onward)
Title or back cover copy must refer directly to at least one character’s marginalized
identity, either by a label or description of the character’s experience in that identity.
Metadata or book covers that make the identity explicit without accompanying
reference in the copy or title do not qualify.

Qualifying titles were found via searching various Goodreads user-aggregated lists that
focus on the identity in question, located via Google search with the search phrase “Goodreads
list [fat/disabled/queer] protagonist”. Titles included do not necessarily reflect all qualifying
titles on each list—for some lists, only the first couple of dozen titles were examined, again for
the sake of gathering a dataset that is broadly ranging. For each of the identity categories—fat,
disabled, and queer—30 titles were collected for analysis.
Once each identity category had 30 titles selected for consideration, their back cover copy
and titles were examined for the term(s) used to communicate the identity in question. From
there, a tally was taken for each identity category for the terms found among the selected books.
This data was coded into 8 categories for each identity: the general terms used in this analysis
(fat/disabled/queer), descriptions (rather than explicit labels) of the identity in question, five
other common labels per identity, and “Other”. Because some back cover copy used multiple
terms to describe an identity, the tally for each category counts the total number of types of
reference rather than the total number of books examined.
Also recorded was the terminology used by the lists themselves from which the sample
titles were sourced. This data reflects the terminology used by Goodreads users rather than
editors or other publishing professionals, but this data does provide insight on how the language
being used by readers for the purpose of categorization does or does not align with that being
used by editors.
This analysis does not assume anything regarding the personal identities of the authors or
the editors regarding whether they are in-group or out-group to the identities in question. The
intention behind selecting fat, disabled, and queer as the identities to examine—and the use of
those three terms in particular—is because those are popular and well-understood identity labels

that nevertheless remain controversial and frequently challenged by both in-group and out-group
members. The purpose of examining exclusively fiction is because due to the fact that these
characters are fictional, it is not possible for them to self-determine which identity terms they
personally feel are most appropriate, and for these books authors and editors necessarily made
choices themselves about the most appropriate language to use. The decision to create three
separate datasets was made with the understanding that different marginalized groups and outgroup members writing about them will have different histories, politics, and expectations with
their contested in-group terminology, and thusly that conclusions drawn about the terminology
popular for one identity may not translate directly to similar conclusions about another. Graphic
novels have been excluded from the dataset to focus particularly on how word-choice
communicates identity.

Findings

Word-choice for fat characters
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Fat fiction tended to be more broadly ranging in its word-choice than disabled or queer
fiction. Characters were commonly identified as “fat”, by specific clothing measurements or
body weights, and with descriptions of weight loss or body insecurity as plot points. “Curvy”,
while not as popular across genres, was frequently used among the romance novels in the
dataset, and “plus-sized” was used only occasionally. “Overweight” and “obese”, perhaps the
most traditionally derogatory and medicalizing of the terms being tracked in this analysis, were
the least commonly used. Terms that fell into the “Other” category were fairly popular, and
included numerous ambiguous terms such as “voluptuous”, “heavy”, or “big”. Some books that
were disqualified from this dataset also used the term “big” with no other language or context in
the copy that made it explicitly clear that the character in question was fat (as opposed to tall or
muscular), but the number of titles disqualified from the dataset for this reason were not tracked.

Word-choice for disabled characters
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*“handicapped” was used once in reference to a disability-accessible room, but not in reference to any people

For disabled fiction, one of the most popular approaches was to name the specific
disabilities of the characters, including for books with multiple disabled characters mentioned in
the back cover copy. This approach was more popular than using the term “disability” (either as
an adjective or with person-first language), and far more popular than the terms “handicapped”,
“differently abled” (or variant language with emphasis on difference), or describing disability in
terms of illness or health (except insofar as specific disability names originate in the field of
medicine and have highly medical connotations). Descriptions of characters’ circumstances to
identify them as disabled were still popular, as they were for fat and queer fiction, but for
disabled fiction labelling specific disabilities was the most common type of reference used by
back cover copy, with 18 of the 30 sampled books (60%) utilizing that approach.

Word-choice for queer characters
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Queer fiction has largely avoided the topic of contested in-group terminology by
describing character identities, most often in terms of their relationships with other same-gender
characters. 22 of the 30 books examined describe character identities, and of those 22, only 7
also include more specific terminology, meaning 50% of the books examined did not use specific
labels in the titles or copy at all. Notably, samples with asexual protagonists were most likely to
directly name the character’s orientation, even if the asexual protagonist was also described as
being a same-gender romantic relationship—of the 6 titles that used specific orientation labels to
describe their characters, 3 (50% of titles that used orientation labels) used the term “asexual”,
although nothing in the dataset suggests that anywhere close to 50% of all the queer titles
sampled featured asexual characters.

Considerations for Disqualified Data
Also notable were the amount of queer books disqualified from the dataset (though exact
numbers were not recorded as a part of this study) due to the fact that the characters’ identities
were never explicitly established in the title or back cover copy—rather, the presence of queer
characters was indicated by metadata. Perhaps most tellingly was Call Me By Your Name, a wellknown novel about two gay men that was recently adapted into a popular film, which was
disqualified from the dataset due to the fact that no sexual orientation labels were used and only
one of the romantic leads had his gender specified in the back cover copy. Again, although the
exact numbers of disqualified titles for any of the three identity categories were not recorded as

part of this research, queer titles were disqualified from the dataset for this reason at a much
higher frequency than fat or disabled titles.

Contentious Language as Deliberate Emotional Provocation
Of note, a number of fat and disabled books examined for this analysis did engage
somewhat with the conversation of appropriate in-group terminology in the back cover copy.
Examples include Ethan, Who Loved Carter, which plays with the term “debilitating” to describe
not the main character’s disability (which is instead referred by name), but his shy nature. The
copy also refers to Ethan’s brain as “damaged” to communicate Ethan’s feelings about his own
disability and how it affects his self-esteem, and does not appear to be a sincere reflection of the
author or editor’s personal attitudes toward mental disability. By deliberately evoking derogatory
language to describe a disability, the copy is able to communicate plot and characterization
elements of the story. Whether this is an ethical approach to communicating a disabled
character’s identity and their relationship to said identity is one thing for mindful editors to
consider.
Teenage Waistland was another book to utilize terminology in what seems to be a
deliberately provocative, tongue-in-cheek manner to communicate not only character identities
but also their feelings about their identities. In addition to listing specific weights for each
character, the copy uses the term “liposuctioned” to disparage a character who received weightloss surgery, “moobies—male boobies” to mockingly feminize a fat male character, and
“morbidly obese and morbid” to describe a character who is both fat and depressed. The copy
successfully communicates the self-loathing of the characters being described by utilizing
intentionally deprecating phrasing. However, Teenage Waistland is the only book in the dataset
to utilize the term “obese”, and it does so twice—once as mentioned above, and once to describe
“severely obese” teens who qualify for a weight-loss surgery trial. The use of “severely obese”,
which occurs early in the copy, appears to be framed as a value-neutral descriptive phrase, while
the second use of “obese” (“morbidly obese and morbid”) is clearly meant to insult the character
who it describes. The copy of this particular book appears to be of two minds regarding whether
“obese” is or is not appropriate in-group terminology.
Queer titles were far less likely than fat or disabled titles to engage in this kind of
intentionally depreciating wordplay. While some of the copy in the queer books examined do
take a playfully depreciating tone to a character’s relationship with their identity itself, there are
no examples in this dataset where that kind of deliberately provocative word-choice is used with
queer identity terminology.

Publishing Terminology Versus Goodreads User Terminology
Finally, there are a few brief observations about how the language of the Goodreads lists
used to find qualifying samples for this dataset match or deviated from the language used in the
books themselves. Among queer books, 75% of the Goodreads lists used to source examples
included “queer” in their list descriptions, but 0% of the books on those lists that qualified for the
dataset included the term “queer” in their titles or back copy. Also notable was that “Queer”,
“LGBT”, and “LGBTQIA+” (or other variations on the expanded initialism), despite being very
common terms and frequently used in metadata for books, did not appear in the copy or titles of

any of the books in the dataset. One possible explanation for the initialisms may be because these
terms are commonly used as umbrella terms or group descriptors and are very rarely used to
describe individuals.
Lists for fat protagonists, on the other hand, largely matched the same trend of varied
word-choice seen in the dataset for fat books. Of the 3 Goodreads lists used to collect samples,
“Fat”, “Overweight”, and “Plus-size” were all terms used in the titles and descriptions, with not
one list repeating the word-choice used by the others.
Disabled lists similarly were of different minds regarding the most appropriate
terminology to use, though the range of word-choice here did not reflect the language used in the
examined book copy. “Disabled”, “characters with disabilities”, and “handicapped” were used,
although the “Best Books with Handicapped Hero” did also use “disabled” in its description. Of
note, while one list used “handicapped”, none of the disabled books sampled used that term in
reference to any characters.

Conclusions
In all three identities examined, the trends observed in word-choice vary greatly
depending on the identity in question. While there appears to be something of a consensus in
publishing that queer characters should have their identities described by their circumstances
rather than with specific labels, disabled characters are split fairly evenly between being
described and being concisely labelled (and some samples identified disabled characters with
both approaches), and fat characters are identified with a broad range of terminology, though
more medicalized terms are less popular. As expected, trends in publishing suggest that different
marginalized identities have different norms or expectations regarding what kind of terminology
is appropriate or not when communicating their identities to readers, to say nothing of whether
any of the identity terminology found in the datasets are preferred or not by their in-group
members.
These findings complicate one of the most common recommended solutions for the
publishing industry to increase mindful editing and improve representation of marginalized
groups, which is to hire editors (and other publishing professionals) from a wide range of
marginalized demographic backgrounds. While this recommendation still holds water as a
common sense solution to increasing diversity in publishing and a solid foundation for
addressing contested in-group terminology, the data in this study shows that this approach on its
own will not be enough. Editors, regardless of background, will still need to understand that each
marginalized community will have its own needs—sometimes internally-conflicting—with
language, and the best solution for one group may not apply to another. Assuming that no editor
will have such an intersection of identities that they will be able to speak with lived authority on
representation and word-choice for every marginalized group, thorough research into the current
politics of contested in-group terminology will be a valuable starting point for mindfully editing
any project. The question of how to choose appropriate terminology when all choices are
problematic remains, but as the examples from the datasets with deliberately derogatory wordchoice and framing show, even problematic language can be wielded skillfully by mindful
editors who are deliberate with their choices.
As is always the case with language, mindful editors should be considerate of how it can
change, is changing, or has changed, and likewise should be wary of utilizing singular sources as
ultimate authorities on the meanings or implications of any particular terminology. The benefit of

evolving language, however, is that it is always in conversation, and many publishing
professionals are invested and engaged in working to ensure that authors and editors have the
resource available to make deliberate, informed, and respectful decisions about their wordchoice. Karen Yin’s Conscious Style Guide is a website devoted to entirely that purpose,
including links to articles and glossaries discussing the impact that word-choice has on
marginalized communities, many of which (though not all) are produced by in-group members of
those communities. Per the Conscious Style Guide’s mission statement:
Our mission is to help writers and editors think critically about using language—
including words, portrayals, framing, and representation—to empower instead of
limit. In one place, you can access style guides covering terminology for various
communities and find links to key articles debating usage. We study words so that
they can become tools instead of unwitting weapons. (Lin)
It is still possible that many of these sources linked by the Conscious Style Guide will
contradict one another in what is the most appropriate terminology for any given group, so the
responsibility for making the best terminology choice will still fall on mindful editors and
authors, but resources do exist to help them make that choice with as much information and
context as possible. As the Conscious Style Guide itself notes:
Conscious language is the art of using words effectively in a specific context.
Who is your audience? What tone and level of formality do you want? What are
you trying to achieve? Some words are more apt than others. […] The goal is not
to be inoffensive or politically correct (whatever that means), because even
language intended to be inclusive and considerate can be received the wrong way.
(Lin)
Many disabled communities are already using their labels contextually in this manner to
convey different connotations and achieve separate goals in different scenarios. In a study by
David Thomas and Dennis Gregory that examined preferred terminology for Deaf/deaf
individuals, the study finds:
The discussion of disability and its interaction with Deaf identity revealed four
major categories of identity and association: participants outright rejected the
classification of disability as pejorative; participants rejected disability as
inaccurate and constructed disability as a trait of the other […]; participants
accepted disability but still constructed their Deaf identity in opposition to the
social construct of disability; and participants accepted disability only insofar as it
provided for rights and protections under the law. (132)
Research done by Tove Lundberg et al. found something similar among intersex
individuals. In Lundberg’s study, two in-group members noted that they used both
“intersex” and “DSD” (Disorders of Sexual Development) for themselves depending on
whether the context is social or medical, and Lundberg also noted that the popularity of
the term “intersex” among study participants seemed to be impacted by whether or not
the participant was particularly involved with or educated on existing intersex (self-

labelled as such) communities (167). The considerations of context such as immediate
circumstances, legal or medical ramifications, personal history, or education for the
marginalized person or character being labelled are things for editors to examine when
making their word-choice decisions.
Also vital for editors to keep in mind is how marginalized identities can interact
with one another. Shimizu Akiko writes specifically on how certain identity labels do not
always translate cross-culturally, using the example that in Japan, often a woman who is
referred to as a lesbian “is considered to be not genuinely Japanese” (509). Depending on
the ideas about lesbian or Japanese identities that the author intends to communicate,
certain terminology choices could entirely shift the implications and meaning of the
author’s message, and that message might be received very differently by different
audiences.
The end-goal for mindful editors should not be purely to avoid outdated, unintentionally
condescending, or even brazenly offensive word-choice when describing marginalized groups.
As the example of Ethan, Who Loved Carter showed, deliberately provocative use of identity
language can help communicate more than just a character’s identity to the reader, which is
important in writing marginalized characters as fully-realized, emotionally-complex people. And
as the example of Teenage Waistland showed, that provocation can land poorly when careless
editors try to play the same identity phrase as simultaneously outrageous and value-neutral, with
little apparent respect to why some fat readers might take issue with the terminology used.
Given the shifts of language and culture, the internal politics surrounding terminology by
in-group members of marginalized communities, and the potentially international audience that a
book might reach, editors will never find terminology to described marginalized identities that is
wholly unproblematic to every member of that identity group. It is their responsibility, instead, to
make well-reasoned, educated, and compassionate choices using the information and arguments
available from various in-group members and consider the audience and the author’s goals to
select terminology and framing purposefully.
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Cabot, Meg. Size 12 and Ready to Rock. William Morrow Paperbacks, 2012.
Charlton-Trujilo, E.E. Fat Angie. Candlewick Press, 2013.
Cooner, Donna. Skinny. Point, 2012.
De Guzman, Carla. If the Dress Fits. Midnight Books, 2016.
deVos, Kelly. Fat Girl on a Plane. Harlequin Teen, 2018.
Dionne, Erin. Models Don't Eat Chocolate Cookies. Dial Books, 2009.
Fenton, Andre. Worthy of Love. Formac Publishing Company Limited, 2018.
Granas, Michelle. Swans are Fat Too. 2014.
Gray, Rina. Crazy for You. Crimson Romance, 2017.
Hibbert, Talia. Bad for the Boss. Nixon House, 2017.
Keplinger, Kody. The DUFF: Designated Ugly Fat Friend. Little Brown/Poppy, 2010.
Larsen, Jen. Future Perfect. HarperTeen, 2015.
Lynch, C.L. Chemistry. One Tall Tree Press, 2016.
Macke, Kelsey. Damsel Distressed. Spencer Hill Contemporary, 2014.
Martin, Maggie Ann. To Be Honest. Swoon Reads, 2018.
Murphy, Julie. Dumplin'. Balzer Bray, 2015.
Murphy, Julie. Puddin’. Balzer+Bray, 2018.
Neely, Barbara. Blanche on the Lam. Brash Books, 2014.

Niven, Jennifer. Holding Up the Universe. Alfred A. Knopf Books for Young Readers, 2016.
Perl, Erica S. Vintage Veronica. Knopf Books for Young Readers, 2010.
Reddaway, Megan. Big Guy. 2016.
Rex, Adam. Fat Vampire: A Never Coming of Age Story. Balzer + Bray, 2010.
Riordan Hall, Deirdre. Sugar. Skyscape, 2015.
Simkiss, Ceillie. Learning Curves. 2018.
Weatherspoon, Rebekah. Fit. 2014.

Books Included in Dataset – Disabled Protagonists
Ashley, Jennifer. The Madness of Lord Ian Mackenzie. Leisure Books, 2009.
Bowen, Sarina. The Year We Fell Down. 2014.
Bowling, Dusty. Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus. Sterling Children's Books, 2017.
Brannan, Sandra. Noah's Rainy Day. Greenleaf Book Group Press, 2013.
Brubaker Bradley, Kimberly. The War That Saved My Life. Dial Books, 2015.
Costa, Annabelle. The Boy Next Door. Dev Love Press, 2012.
Cullinan, Heidi. Carry the Ocean. Samhain Publishing, Ltd., 2015.
Cullinan, Heidi. Shelter the Sea. 2017.
Darkins, Victoria. The Key. Marston ePublishing, 2014.
Doerr, Anthony. All the Light We Cannot See. Scribner, 2014.
Draper, Sharon M. Out of My Mind. Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 2010.
Ellen, Laura. Blind Spot. Harcourt Children’s Books, 2012.
Erskine, Kathryn. Mockingbird. Philomel Books, 2010.
Galbraith, Robert. The Cuckoo's Calling. Mulholland Books/Little, Brown and Company, 2013.
Garnder, Whitney. You're Welcome, Universe. Knopf, 2017.
Griffith, Nicola. So Lucky. FSG Original, 2018.
John, Anthony. Five Flavors of Dumb. Dial Books, 2010.
Kanake, Sarah. Sing Fox to Me. Affirm Press, 2016.
Kelly, Tara. Harmonic Feedback. Henry Holt and Co., 2010.
Kruse, Lorrie. A Life Worth Living. Storyteller Publishing, 2012.
Loveless, Ryan. Ethan, Who Loved Carter. Dreamspinner Press, 2015.
McGovern, Cammie. Say What You Will. HarperTeen, 2014.

Meyer, Marissa. Cinder. Feiwel & Friends, 2012.
Meyer, Marissa. Scarlet. Feiwel & Friends, 2013.
Mullaly Hunt, Lynda. Fish in a Tree. Nancy Paulsen Books, 2015.
Palacio, R.J. Wonder. Alfred A. Knopf, 2012.
Rock, Karen. His Hometown Girl. Harlequin, 2014.
Sharpe, Tess. Far From You. Indigo, 2014.
Stewart, Christy Leigh, et al. Accessible Love Stories. Good Morning Publishing, 2012.
Van Draanen, Wendelin. The Running Dream. Knopf Books for Young Readers, 2011.

Books Included in Dataset – Queer Protagonists
Albertalli, Becky. Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda. Balzer + Bray, 2015.
Allmon, Don. The Glamour Thieves. Riptide Publishing, 2017.
Charles, KJ. A Case of Possession. 2017.
Charles, KJ. Flight of the Magpies. 2017.
Charles, KJ. The Magpie Lord. 2017.
Danforth, Emily M. The Miseducation of Cameron Post. Balzer + Bray, 2012.
Garvin, Jeff. Symptoms of Being Human. Balzer + Bray, 2016.
Girard, M.E. Girl Mans Up. HarperCollins, 2016.
Hutchinson, Shaun David. We Are the Ants. Simon Pulse, 2016.
Kann, Claire. Let's Talk About Love. Swoon Reads, 2018.
Klune, TJ. How to Be a Normal Person. Dreamspinner Press, 2015.
Klune, TJ. The Lightning-Struck Heart. Dreamspinner Press, 2015.
Konigsberg, Bill. Openly Straight. Arthur A. Levine Books, 2013.
LaCour, Nina. Everything Leads to You. Dutton Books for Young Readers, 2014.
Lee, Mackenzi. The Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue. Katherine Tegen Books, 2017.
Levithan, David. Two Boys Kissing. Knopf Books for Young Readers, 2013.
Lo, Melinda. Ash. Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, 2009.
Metzger, Matthew J. Spy Stuff. JMS Books LLC, 2016.
Miller, Madeline. The Song of Achilles. Bloomsbury Publishing, 2011.
Nga, Natasha. Girls of Paper and Fire. Jimmy Patterson Books, 2018.
Ormsbee, Kathryn. Tash Hearts Tolstoy. Simon & Schuster, 2017.
Reagan, Charlotte. Just Juliet. Inkitt, 2016.

Silvera, Adam. More Happy Than Not. Soho Teen, 2015.
Soto, Ada Maria. His Quiet Agent. 2017.
Talley, Robin. As I Descended. HarperTeen, 2016.
Teichman, Michelle L. The Space Between. Ylva Publishing, 2016.
Thomas, Mason. Lord Mouse. Dreamspinner Press, 2015.
Trevor, Sara. Consorting With Dragons. MM Romance Group @ Goodreads, 2014.
Woulff, Iolanthe. She's My Dad. Outskirts Press, 2009.
Wright, Tristina. 27 Hours. Entangled: Teen, 2017.

